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Age is Just a Number: Lessons
from a Multi-Generational
Workplace
A few of the things I've learned in my first six months.
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“That’s so Bae,” replied one of my millennial co-workers.

It was my first week on the job at Sculpt and I quickly realized that I was “out

of touch.” Not only did I have to ask my friend Google what the heck Bae

meant, but I also showed up to my first Retro with a notebook and pen

instead of my laptop.

The hipster comic book t-shirts weren’t hiding my age.

I grew up before computers were in invented. I remember when cell phones

had to be carried in bags, not pockets. And the Internet was something only

seen in SciFi movies.

That’s how old I am.

Never in a million years did I think I’d be working with people young enough

to be my children. But in this era of entrepreneurs, startups, and economic

downturns, employee dynamics in the workplace have changed. According

to Pew Research, Baby Boomers make up one-third of the nation’s

workforce and Gen X-ers and Millennials comprise the other

two-thirds.

While there has been some pop culture confusion on both sides, I’ve found

that these little whippersnappers know a thing or two about business, and

those of us on the vintage side bring a few things to the table as well.

Here are a few of the things I’ve learned during my first six months:

1. Age is just a number

From the moment I stepped into my position at Sculpt, my co-workers

never thought of me as old. Instead, I thought of myself as I old. It was my
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own ageism that was holding me back. I found that my colleagues only

further proved that not all 21 year-olds are party animals. Just like not all

40-somethings are stu!y old fogies. People are people, no matter what year

is listed on their birth certificate.

2. Be willing to not only teach, but to learn as well

As the oldest in a company, so often we are used to acting like the teacher

— the one that will whip these kids into shape. I can assure you that attitude

will get you nowhere, fast. In fact it will likely jeopardize your relationships

and your career.

The ability to learn is imperative in today’s workplace. I quickly realized my

younger co-workers are boundless wealths of information. They grew up

using the Internet on a daily basis and their world moves faster than mine.

I’ve learned so much from them and I feel they’ve learned a few things from

me, too. (Like who Hall & Oates are and what “camera ready” means.)

3. Communicate, Communicate, Communicate

Just like any working relationship, communication is the key to getting work

done. Discovering and adapting to di!erent communication styles can be

tricky. I’m a face-to-face, or call-you-on-the-phone person. My younger

colleagues use messenger apps like Slack or text to chat with each other.

These di!erences, if not addressed, can cause stress and conflict. The

solution? Compromise. Make it a workplace standard to use a specific

communication medium, and make sure everyone knows how to use it.

(FYI: Slack is awesome and everyone should use it — even us vintage folk.

Just sayin’.)

While there are di!erences, the reality is whether you are a Baby Boomer,

Gen X, or Millennial, we all want to be happy in our careers. In fact, The IBM

Institute for Business Value surveyed 1,784 employees from organizations

across 12 countries and six industries to compare preferences and

behavioral patterns of millennials with those of the Gen X generation (aged

35–49) and Baby Boomers (aged 50–60). The findings show that the three
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generations have very similar career aspirations, needs and attitudes.

Obviously, it takes many perspectives and talents to run a successful

business, but I’ve found I have more in common with these 20-somethings

than I had originally thought. And our mutual love of froyo and sloth memes

is just the start.

Read more from Brook and those crazy
millennials.

Send me sloth memes, please

view comments

Brook (with no "e") is a spunky, creative faux redhead who was born

Brook Easton 
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before the internet, but now can't live without it. She writes and inspires
all, while wearing a clown nose and singing Jason Mraz songs.

Follow Brook:

 

back to all posts 

new on the blog

Think twice before the next time you consider hiring a baby as a community

manager.

11.30.2015 by Emily Ciccariello

Why Babies Make Bad Community Managers

Some of the lessons I’ve discovered in The O"ce, as applied to my life as a

designer working for a young creative agency.

08.24.2015 by Hannah Dunn

What Michael Scott Can Teach the Agency World

That’s us. Now, who are you? let's get in touch 

Sculpt

316 East Court Street, Ste. 2

Iowa City, IA 52240
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707.728.5780

humans@wearesculpt.com
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work
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contact

Made in Iowa
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